1.. Introduction
================

In mammals, sensations coming from the skin (i.e., exteroception), muscles and joints (i.e., proprioception) and viscera (i.e., visceral pain) are mediated by the somatosensory nervous system. Primary somatosensory neurons are able to transduce a variety of thermal and nociceptive stimuli into action potentials that propagate toward the central nervous system. Most of these sensory neurons are also responsive to some forms of mechanical stimuli, and as such function as mechanoreceptors. The mechanical stimulation of these mechanoreceptors generates a variety of sensations, such as touch, pressure, vibration, proprioception and pain.

Sensory ganglia contain both low threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMs), which respond to light touch, vibration or internally generated movements, and high threshold mechanoreceptors (HTMs or mechanonociceptors) that sense noxious levels of pressure. Classically, numerous specialized or encapsulated endings (e.g. Golgi tendon organs and neuromuscular spindles in skeletal muscles, Meissner, Pacinian, Merkel and Ruffini corpuscles in the skin) are LTMs that are sensitive to innocuous touch, pressure and vibration, whereas a subset of Aδ - and C-polymodal nociceptors responds to intense mechanical stimuli, and therefore, subserves mechanical pain sensation \[[@b1-sensors-07-01667]\]. Mechanonociceptors have a very different mechanical response pattern than LTMs; they are not especially sensitive to moving stimuli but are instead selectively responsive to static indentation.

Neural signals of the somatic mechanosensation involve the excitation of the mechanoreceptive sensory endings. It is thought that mechanical forces applied to the sensory endings directly open mechanosensitive (MS) ion channels that depolarize the terminal. However, because of the small size and inaccessibility of sensory nerve endings, advances in understanding mechanical transduction mechanisms have been difficult and depended on the development of *in vitro* models of transduction \[[@b2-sensors-07-01667]\]. Recent work in several laboratories determined that sensory neurons express various types of MS cation channels with distinct biophysical properties and subcellular pattern of expression \[[@b3-sensors-07-01667]-[@b7-sensors-07-01667]\]. This review highlights some recent developments regarding properties of these excitatory MS currents and their putative molecular counterparts in mammalian somatosensory neurons.

2.. Probing mechanosensor channels
==================================

Mechanical forces may activate MS channels via multiple mechanisms such as membrane bilayer mechanics, physical coupling to intracellular or extracellular tethers and sensitivity to second messengers generated by MS receptors/enzymes \[[@b8-sensors-07-01667]\]. These models are not necessarily mutually exclusive and MS channels may be activated by different stimuli. Owing to these multiple mechanisms of activation, recorded channels may vary depending on the technique considered. Therefore, in this section, we focus on the strategies and methods that enable monitoring mechanotransduction currents.

Several types of mechanical stimuli have been used to investigate MS channels, including piezo-driven pressure, patch membrane stretch, shear stress, osmotic challenges and amphipathic compounds ([Fig. 1](#f1-sensors-07-01667){ref-type="fig"}). All these strategies are based on membrane deformation ([Fig. 1](#f1-sensors-07-01667){ref-type="fig"}), yet each has the potential to recruit different populations of MS channels. For example, strategies that entail membrane stretch via the application of positive or negative pressures to a patch electrode revealed MS cation channels with persistent behavior \[[@b9-sensors-07-01667]\]. On the contrary, studies using piezo-driven mechanical probe primarily revealed rapidly and slowly adapting cation currents \[[@b2-sensors-07-01667],[@b3-sensors-07-01667],[@b7-sensors-07-01667]\].

2.1.. Piezo-driven pressure
---------------------------

Deformation of the plasma membrane of sensory neurons using a piezo-electrically driven fire-polished glass probe shows the most obvious analogy with mechanical somatodetection. The probe is typically positioned close to the cell surface at an angle ≥ 45° in order to prevent transversal forces that could dislodge the cell from the substrate. The same software is generally used to drive the probe toward the cell and to record MS currents, allowing to control crucial parameters such as voltage and the intensity, velocity and duration of the mechanical stimulus. This technique, first developed in J.D. Levine\'s group, was applied to both cell bodies and neurites of sensory neurons *in vitro* \[[@b2-sensors-07-01667],[@b5-sensors-07-01667]\].

2.2.. Cell stretch
------------------

Some MS channels are activated by stretching the membrane bilayer. The opening of stretch-activated channels can be mediated either by fibrous proteins of the cytoskeleton or by physical changes in the lipid bilayer \[[@b10-sensors-07-01667],[@b11-sensors-07-01667]\]. Two methods are commonly used to test for stretch sensitivity, that is, surface elongation of a flexible silicone elastomer substrate where cells were seeded \[[@b12-sensors-07-01667]\] and application of positive or negative pressures to a patch membrane through a patch pipette \[[@b8-sensors-07-01667]\]. The latter feature allowed the first recordings of stretch-activated ion channel currents more than 20 years ago \[[@b13-sensors-07-01667]\].

2.3.. Fluid shear stress
------------------------

This technique consists in changing the physical properties of the superfusion solution. Two parameters can be modified to cause shear stress, *i*) the perfusion flow and *ii*) the viscosity of the solution.

Some cells are indeed sensitive to fluid-flow changes such as dorsal root ganglion neurons \[[@b2-sensors-07-01667],[@b14-sensors-07-01667]\] and some endothelial and epithelial ciliated cells, which respond to an apical fluid shear stress by an increase in intracellular Ca^2+^ \[[@b15-sensors-07-01667]-[@b17-sensors-07-01667]\]. Fluid shear stress can regulate the tissue morphogenesis, particularly the lumen diameter of kidney tubules and blood vessels \[[@b18-sensors-07-01667],[@b19-sensors-07-01667]\]. The hypothesis that mechanical stimulation might be physiologically caused by changes in the mucus viscosity was proposed for quite a while \[[@b20-sensors-07-01667]\]. Recent studies confirmed that increasing the perfusion solution viscosity with 2-20 % dextran, a complex branched polysaccharide, activates Ca^2+^ entry in ciliated epithelia \[[@b21-sensors-07-01667],[@b22-sensors-07-01667]\].

2.4.. Osmotic challenges
------------------------

The plasma membrane of mammalian cells is more permeable to water than solutes. When the intracellular and extracellular media contain the same amount of osmolytes, they may be qualified isotonic with respect to each other. However, if one of them is less-concentrated, it may be qualified hypoosmotic and the net movement of water induced in the direction of the hyperosmotic compartment is called osmosis. The consequence of osmosis is a change in the cell volume: hypotonic conditions induce cell-swelling, whilst hypertonicity causes cell-shrinkage. Thus, due to deformation of cell morphology and lipid bilayer tensions, osmotic variations are considered as a type of mechanical stimulation by many authors \[[@b23-sensors-07-01667]-[@b26-sensors-07-01667]\].

Changes in osmotic pressure may affect most of mammalian cells and particularly sensory neurons that express a large panel of osmoregulated channels. Metabolic disturbances, cellular acidosis and hypoxia can increase the intracellular osmotic concentration \[[@b27-sensors-07-01667]-[@b30-sensors-07-01667]\]. Marked changes in the extracellular tonicity are observed in dehydrated tissues, in oedema, in abscesses \[[@b31-sensors-07-01667],[@b32-sensors-07-01667]\] and in aquadynia (a cutaneous reaction to water) \[[@b33-sensors-07-01667],[@b34-sensors-07-01667]\]. In addition, injection of mildly hypertonic saline is widely used as an experimental model of muscle or joint pain \[[@b35-sensors-07-01667]\].

A hypoosmotic challenge can be reproduced experimentally by adding water or a very low-concentrated solution to the extracellular medium \[[@b36-sensors-07-01667],[@b37-sensors-07-01667]\]. Another possibility is to reduce (or increase in the case of hypertonicity) the external concentration of the main salt (generally NaCl) \[[@b35-sensors-07-01667],[@b38-sensors-07-01667]\]. These methods have the disadvantage to alter the ionic strength and the electrochemical equilibrium. This can be avoided by keeping constant the ionic concentrations during the challenge and by adding (for hypertonicity) or omitting (for hypotonicity) the appropriated concentration of a neutral osmolyte such as D-mannitol or sucrose \[[@b39-sensors-07-01667]-[@b42-sensors-07-01667]\].

2.5.. Crenators and cup formers
-------------------------------

There is still a debate on how mechanical stimulus is transferred to the MS channel: is the activating force coming directly from the lipid bilayer or is the force transmitted through cytoskeleton elements? In order to answer this question one can modify the bilayer properties. Indeed, pioneer work using amphipathic molecules on erythrocytes demonstrated that the two halves of the membrane bilayer can act as bilayer couples \[[@b43-sensors-07-01667]\]. Indeed, anionic and neutral amphipathic compounds such as free fatty acids, trinitrophenol and lysolecithin preferentially insert in the outer leaflet because of the natural asymmetric distribution of negatively charged phosphatidylserines in the inner leaflet. Consequently, these compounds induce the crenation of the erythrocyte plasma membrane. Conversely, positively charged amphipathic compounds such as chlorpromazine and tetracaine are expected to preferentially insert in the inner leaflet of the bilayer and cause the erythrocyte to form cup-shapes \[[@b43-sensors-07-01667],[@b44-sensors-07-01667]\].

Such amphipathic molecules have been shown to activate the MS ion channel MscL from *Escherichia coli* with effectiveness proportional to their lipid solubility \[[@b45-sensors-07-01667]\]. *Moreover, the* cationic or anionic amphipathic compounds were able to compensate for each other\'s effect. MS channels of the chick skeletal muscle are also directly activated either by such a convex or a concave deformation of the plasma membrane \[[@b46-sensors-07-01667]\] and the activity of the recombinant mechano-gated two-pore-domain K^+^ channels TREK1 and TRAAK is enhanced by crenators while it is inhibited by cup formers \[[@b47-sensors-07-01667],[@b48-sensors-07-01667]\]. Thus, the bilayer couple hypothesis assumes that the stretch activation derives entirely from interactions within the bilayer and is independent of the cytoskeleton.

3.. Biophysical properties of macroscopic MS currents in sensory neurons
========================================================================

MS currents evoked in sensory neurons have a relatively short latency, which argues against activation of a second messenger cascade and favors direct activation of a mechanically-activated channel \[[@b5-sensors-07-01667]\]. In response to sustained mechanical stimulation, MS currents decline or adapt, through closure of the transduction channels. Based on these adapting kinetics, 3 main classes of MS currents have been identified and loosely classified as either rapidly (RA), intermediately (IA) or slowly (SA) adapting ([Fig. 2](#f2-sensors-07-01667){ref-type="fig"}). A MS current that does not adapt within the testing range has been occasionally observed in sensory neurons \[[@b4-sensors-07-01667],[@b7-sensors-07-01667]\]. This non-adapting MS current exhibits the particularity to peak during the stationary part of the mechanical stimulus ([Fig. 2](#f2-sensors-07-01667){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, these different MS currents are differentially distributed in subsets of sensory neurons. The majority of large diameter sensory neurons, which are mainly LTMs, express RA MS currents, whereas small and medium diameter sensory neurons preferentially display SA/non-adapting MS currents ([Fig. 2](#f2-sensors-07-01667){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@b3-sensors-07-01667]-[@b5-sensors-07-01667],[@b7-sensors-07-01667]\]. Differences in properties of MS currents among sensory neuron subpopulations *in vitro* are consistent with the *in vivo* physiological properties of LTMs and nociceptors \[[@b49-sensors-07-01667]\].

RA and SA MS currents in sensory neurons exhibit reversal potentials at about 0 mV and are carried by mechano-gated channels nonselective for cations and impermeable to anions \[[@b4-sensors-07-01667],[@b6-sensors-07-01667],[@b7-sensors-07-01667]\]. The similarity in the ionic selectivity of these MS currents among different populations of sensory neurons suggests that closely related ion channel subunits mediate these currents. The ability of RA MS currents to pass large organic molecules such as TEA, choline and Tris strongly favors the view that the pore of the underlying MS channels is relatively large \[[@b6-sensors-07-01667]\]. At variance, however, Hu and Lewin (2006) suggested that the RA MS current reversed at very positive potentials (∼+ 80 mV), suggestive of the participation of a pure Na^+^ permeability \[[@b5-sensors-07-01667]\].

While MS currents show the ability to be carried by Ca^2+^ and to a lesser extent by Mg^2+^, both Ca^2+^ and Mg^2+^ at physiological concentrations produce a partial block of MS currents \[[@b3-sensors-07-01667],[@b6-sensors-07-01667]\]. Although the mechanism of block is still unknown, it may be due to a Ca^2+^ binding site within the pore causing reduced permeation to Na^+^.

Pharmacological studies of MS channels have been dominated by the use of unselective blockers such as metal cations. Not surprisingly, gadolinium (Gd^3+^), a widely used blocker of various cationic conductances, blocked all MS currents in sensory neurons \[[@b3-sensors-07-01667]\]. Amiloride, another non-selective drug that blocks many epithelial Na^+^ channels and TRPP-like channels \[[@b17-sensors-07-01667],[@b50-sensors-07-01667],[@b51-sensors-07-01667]\], inhibited most MS currents at relatively high concentrations \[[@b7-sensors-07-01667]\]. These properties are shared by many mechano-gated cationic channels in other systems, including spider mechanoreceptor neurons, *Xenopus* oocytes and mammalian hair cells \[[@b52-sensors-07-01667],[@b53-sensors-07-01667]\]. Recently, Drew *et al.* (2007) showed that a conopeptide analog termed NMB-1 (for noxious mechanosensation blocker 1) preferentially blocks SA MS currents in sensory neurons \[[@b54-sensors-07-01667]\]. Indeed, NMB-1 has an approximate 30-fold selectivity for MS channels mediating SA currents over those carrying RA currents. Biotynylated NMB-1 principally binds to peripherin-containing DRG neurons, which are typically considered as nociceptors. Consistently, animals show reduced mechanically evoked behavioral responses to high intensity mechanical stimuli in the presence of NMB-1. Collectively, these data reinforce the view that SA and RA MS currents are expressed in functionally distinct sensory neuron populations and are carried by different molecular entities.

4.. Candidate channels
======================

Genetic screens for mechanosensory mutants in invertebrates such as *Drosophila* and *Caenorhabditis elegans* have identified several molecular candidates that are supposed to mediate MS currents in mammals. These proteins belong to the degenerin/epithelial Na^+^ channels (DEG/ENaC) and the TRP superfamilies.

4.1.. The DEG/ENaC superfamily
------------------------------

The first evidence of the involvement of DEG/ENaC channels in mechanotransduction came from works on the nematode *C. elegans*. Mutant animals defective in mechanosensitive behaviors allowed the identification of several genes of the DEG/ENaC superfamily that are essential for mechanical transduction. Two DEG/ENaC ion channel subunits called MEC-4 and MEC-10 are required for sensing light touch \[[@b55-sensors-07-01667]-[@b57-sensors-07-01667]\]. These subunits form a mechanosensory complex, sensitivity of which can be modulated by extracellular tethers \[[@b57-sensors-07-01667]\].

### Acid Sensing Ion Channels

Acid Sensing Ion Channels (ASICs) belong to an H^+^-gated subgroup of the DEG/ENaC channel family of cation channels \[[@b58-sensors-07-01667],[@b59-sensors-07-01667]\]. Four ASIC genes have been cloned and encode seven channel subunits. Although all ASIC channel subunits are expressed in the peripheral nervous system, only ASIC2a,b and ASIC3 are specifically expressed in mechanosensory neurons. They are expressed in dorsal root ganglia and transported from the cell bodies to the sensory nerve endings. Both channel subunits are also expressed in unmyelinated free nerve endings of the skin suggesting a role in the transduction of mechanonociceptive stimuli \[[@b60-sensors-07-01667],[@b61-sensors-07-01667]\].

In contrast to MEC-4 and MEC-10 in *C. elegans*, ASIC channel subunits express well in recombinant systems. However, recombinant ASIC channels failed to demonstrate any mechanosensitivity \[[@b60-sensors-07-01667],[@b62-sensors-07-01667]\]. Furthermore, the biophysical properties and pharmacology of these heterologously expressed ASIC channels differ from MS cation channels recorded in native sensory neurons \[[@b59-sensors-07-01667]\], suggesting that ASIC subunits may not contribute to the pore-forming subunit of the mechanosensory apparatus. In line with this, no differences in current amplitude or kinetics of MS currents were seen in ASIC2/ASIC3 null mutant mice \[[@b4-sensors-07-01667]\].

The role of ASIC channels has been also investigated in behavioral studies using mice with targeted deletion of ASIC channel genes. ASIC2 knock-out mice exhibit a decreased sensitivity of both RA and SA LTMs \[61,63, see also 62\]. By contrast, ASIC3 knock-out mice show increase in sensitivity of RA LTMs, no change in SA LTMs and reduced responses of myelinated HTMs to noxious stimuli. Although these data argue for the involvement of ASIC subunits in mechanotransduction, the definite demonstration that ASIC subunits carry MS currents in mammalian sensory neurons awaits further experiments.

### Stomatin

In *C. elegans*, MEC-2 encodes an integral membrane protein with a stomatin homology domain involved in touch receptor function. MEC-2 exhibits a central sequence of 247 amino acids that possess 64 % homology with the mammalian protein stomatin \[[@b64-sensors-07-01667]\].

The use of mutant mice lacking stomatin like-protein 3 (*Slp3*^-/-^) provided evidence to suggest that SLP3 is an important determinant of skin mechanoreceptor functions \[[@b65-sensors-07-01667]\]. About 36 % of sensory neurons recorded *in vitro* show no responses to mechanical stimuli in *Slp3*^-/-^ mice, compared with less than 5 % in wild-type sensory neurons. Because the proportion of cells that normally display RA and SA MS currents decreased conjointly, one may hypothesized that SLP3 is necessary for both types of underlying MS channels. At the behavioral level, the loss of SPL3 impairs tactile discrimination capability and touch-evoked pain following neuropathic injury \[[@b65-sensors-07-01667]\]. Therefore SLP3 appears as an essential element of the mechanosensory apparatus in mammalian mechanoreceptors. Although its precise function is still unknown, SPL3 may be envisioned as a putative linker between MS channel subunits and the underlying microtubules, as proposed for its *C. elegans* homologue MEC-2 \[[@b64-sensors-07-01667],[@b66-sensors-07-01667]\].

4.2.. The TRP superfamily
-------------------------

Some of the most promising candidates for mechanically activated channels are members of the TRP superfamily, which is subdivided into 7 subfamilies \[[@b67-sensors-07-01667],[@b68-sensors-07-01667]\]. These channels play critical roles in sensory physiology, including requirements for thermosensation, olfaction, hearing and osmoregulation.

### TRPV channels

TRP channels of the vanilloid receptor (TRPV) group are best known for sensing heat and mediating neurogenic inflammation, but some have also been implicated in mechanosensation. TRPV1, which is activated by capsaicin, heat, acid and various lipids, is also required for normal stretch-evoked reflexes in the bladder \[[@b69-sensors-07-01667]\] and for osmosensation in circumventricular neurons \[[@b70-sensors-07-01667]\]. TRPV1 is strongly expressed in a subset of mammalian sensory neurons. However, it cannot directly sense and respond to mechanical stimuli \[[@b71-sensors-07-01667]\] and *Trpv1*-null mutant mice exhibit normal acute mechanical sensitivity and mechanical hyperalgesic responses following tissue inflammation \[[@b72-sensors-07-01667],[@b73-sensors-07-01667]\].

Some evidence implicated TRPV2 in aortic myocyte responses to membrane stretch and hypotonic stimulation \[[@b74-sensors-07-01667]\] and in constriction of blood vessels under increasing pressure \[[@b75-sensors-07-01667]\]. TRPV2 is preferentially expressed in large-diameter somatosensory neurons but its role in mechanotransduction remains to be tested \[[@b76-sensors-07-01667]\].

TRPV4 has been proposed to act as an osmosensor because, in addition to warm temperature and acidic pH, it is activated by cell-swelling through an indirect mechanism requiring fatty acid metabolites \[[@b77-sensors-07-01667],[@b78-sensors-07-01667]\]. In that sense, TRPV4 cannot be considered as a real mechanosensor and there must be an upstream element to fulfil this function. TRPV4 is a crucial determinant in shaping the response of nociceptive neurons to osmotic stress \[[@b35-sensors-07-01667],[@b79-sensors-07-01667]\]. Disrupting *Trpv4* expression in mice has only modest effects on acute mechanosensory thresholds, but strongly reduces sensitivity to noxious mechanical stimuli \[[@b80-sensors-07-01667],[@b81-sensors-07-01667]\]. In addition, TRPV4 has been implicated in mechanical hypersensitivity during inflammation \[[@b35-sensors-07-01667],[@b82-sensors-07-01667]\].

### TRPC1 channels

Known as a store- and receptor-operated channel, the canonical TRP channel TRPC1 has been recently proposed to form the stretch-activated cation channel constitutively expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes \[[@b83-sensors-07-01667]-[@b85-sensors-07-01667]\]. TRPC1 antisense reduces the endogenous stretch-activated current in oocytes, whereas overexpression of TRPC1 increases the current \[[@b84-sensors-07-01667]\]. Moreover, TRPC1 expression in CHO-K1 cells results in a 5-fold increase in MS cation current density \[[@b84-sensors-07-01667]\]. Against the presumed role of TRPC1 in mechanotransduction, however, is the observation that this channel is widely expressed in mammalian cells, most being devoid of mechanosensory functions. Perhaps, the mechanosensitive signaling properties of TRPC1 rely on its interaction with other MS TRP subunits. Evidence has appeared to suggest that TRPC1 can interact with the putative MS TRPP2, a channel involved in mechanical detection of laminar fluid flow in renal epithelial cells \[[@b86-sensors-07-01667]-[@b88-sensors-07-01667]\]. Still to be tested is whether TRPC1/TRPP2 heteromers form functional channels that sense mechanical stimuli.

### TRPA1 channels

NompC, a member of the TRPN cation channel subfamily in *Drosophila*, together with its homologues in *C. elegans* and some vertebrates, have been consistently implicated to play critical roles in mechanotransduction \[[@b89-sensors-07-01667]-[@b94-sensors-07-01667]\]. A unique feature of these TRPN-related channels is their large N-terminal domains harboring numerous ankyrin repeats. This prompted suggestion that these N-terminal domains may serve as tension transmission structures to the pore forming region.

TRPN channels are not present in the genome of reptiles, birds and mammals \[[@b95-sensors-07-01667]\]. The only mammalian TRP subunit with an extended domain of ankryin repeats is TRPA1. This subunit was suggested to form the main mechanotransducing channel of the inner ear \[[@b96-sensors-07-01667]-[@b98-sensors-07-01667]\], but this proposal was not corroborated by knocking out strategies, since *Trpa1*^-/-^ mice showed normal auditory responses and hair cell transduction currents \[[@b99-sensors-07-01667],[@b100-sensors-07-01667]\]. Recently, the *C. elegans* ortholog of mouse TRPA1 has been shown to be expressed in mechanosensory neurons, where it contributes to neural responses to touch \[[@b101-sensors-07-01667]\]. In addition, mechanical pressure can activate *C. elegans* TRPA1 heterologously expressed in mammalian cells. These data demonstrate for the first time that *C. elegans* TRPA1 encodes an ion channel that can be activated in response to mechanical pressure.

The expression of TRPA1 in small diameter neurons of dorsal root and trigeminal ganglia in mammals led to the suggestion of its possible implication in mechanical pain sensation \[[@b97-sensors-07-01667],[@b102-sensors-07-01667],[@b103-sensors-07-01667]\]. Consistent with its expression pattern in sensory neurons, mice lacking TRPA1 are deficient in the detection of acute high-threshold mechanical stimuli applied to the extremities \[[@b100-sensors-07-01667]\]. However, contrary to these findings, the Julius group did not report deficit in responses to noxious mechanical stimuli in *Trpa1*^-/-^ mice \[[@b99-sensors-07-01667]\]. Kwan *et al.* (2006) went further on to demonstrate a role of TRPA1 in mechanical hyperalgesia, by showing that mechanical pain threshold after bradykinin-induced inflammation is significantly higher in *Trpa1*^−/−^ mice compared to wild-type \[[@b100-sensors-07-01667]\]. Taken together, these data provide substantial evidence suggesting that TRPA1 mediates responses to high-threshold mechanical stimuli in nociceptive neurons. However, further investigations are clearly needed to determine whether TRPA1 is a real mechanotransducing channel and to clarify the existing discrepancies regarding its role in mammalian mechanosensation.

5.. Conclusion
==============

It is well known that mechanonociceptors and low threshold mechanoreceptors *in vivo* have different sensitivity and stimulus specificity. Although this may be explained in part by the geometry of the specialized terminal structures and interaction with support cells, this functional specificity provides strong hints that distinct transduction mechanisms underlay touch and pressure-evoked pain. However, unlike with other sensory transduction processes, there has been a lack of *in vitro* models to address these questions at the cellular and molecular levels. The development of a new technique that allows to monitor membrane tension changes while recording mechanotransduction currents was proved very useful in addressing many of these unresolved issues. It became clearly apparent that sensory neurons express MS currents with different mechanical threshold, adapting kinetics and pharmacology, raising the possibility that more than one mechanotransduction channel may be operating in subspecialized mechanoreceptive neurons.

What then are the candidate channels? Based on genetic studies in mammalian and non-mammalian species, members of the DEG/ENaC and TRP channel superfamilies are currently the more attractive candidates. Many fulfil some basic criteria for mechanosensitivity but most remain potential candidates. Even with candidate in hands, further studies will be required to fully elucidate their roles and the molecular mechanisms of mechanosensation.
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![Diagrammatic representation of strategies used to cause cellular mechanoresponsiveness\
A variety of mechanical stimuli can be applied to cells *in vitro*: ➀ positive pressure using a piezo-electrically driven glass probe; ➁ cell stretch caused by a flexible silicone elastomer; ➂ stretch of the plasma membrane through a patch pipette; ➃ fluid shear stress produced by changes in the flow or viscosity of the bathing solution; ➄ cell-swelling caused by hypotonic conditions; ➅ convex deformation of the membrane caused by anionic or neutral amphipathic compounds and ➆ concave deformation of the membrane caused by cationic amphipathic compounds.](sensors-07-01667f1){#f1-sensors-07-01667}

![MS currents evoked by mechanical ramp stimuli in sensory neurons\
MS currents showing rapid (**a**), intermediate (**b**) or no/slow (**c**) adaptations recorded in large, medium and small diameter sensory neurons, respectively. Mechanical ramp stimulations (top traces) were applied at a holding potential of -60 mV; the probe velocity was 850 μm.s^-1^. (J. Hao, and P. Delmas, unpublished data).](sensors-07-01667f2){#f2-sensors-07-01667}
